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BENE VAGIENNA

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREA Augusta Bagiennorum

AT THE BASE OF THE LANGHE, SINCE 1973
FIERCELY ITALIAN MEATS AND COLD CUTS

BETWEEN TRADITION AND MODERNITY
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THE SITE’S PRODUCTION
OF 2000 m2

The strategic position is the ideal combination 
between logistics and land tradition 
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Salumificio Benese was founded in 1973 on the idea of the brothers Antonio and 
Giuseppe Borra, who together with their friend, Bruno Belmondo, started a small 
slaughterhouse in the centre of Narzole, a small village in the region of Langhe, in 
Piedmontese. Based on their experience, Gepe started producing typical salamis, 
while Tonio specialized in cooked hams and Bruno in prosciutto. Our pigs are locally 

reared and butchered. 

Following the success of their products, there was a need for a bigger production site 
to support the growing demand, so they started a new business which was moved to 
Bene Vagienna, just a few kilometres away from Narzole. Since then, the Salumificio 
Benese has gained its own identity within the business network of Cuneo. Staying 
loyal to the regional tradition, the company source their raw materials locally. The 
priority is to remain faithful to their founding values, which have always been Italian 

spirit, tradition, craftsmanship and customer care. 

Over time, the Salumificio Benese has been able to expand the supply of its products. We 
offer a new range of specialities with intense as well as delicate flavours. For example, we use  
the “king of Piedmontese wines” - Barolo DOCG and also a product that is both 

natural and unique “Porro di Cervere”.

Today, the company remains open to change, with a focus on quality of raw materials, 
efficient production and logistics and trying to meet the demand of its customers 
and offering its products to everyone who searches food quality and the excellence of 

Piedmontese meats.

SALUMIFICIO BENESE
A 50-YEAR LONG HISTORY

PROUDLY ITALIAN. SINCE 1973,
BETWEEN TRADITION AND INNOVATION
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OUR LIVESTOCKS
A PACT WITH THE TERRITORY
The Piedmontese artisan tradition
on your table 
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OUR MISSION
AND OUR VALUES

Our aim is to combine the Piedmontese tradition of craftsmanship with innovative 
production. We maintain a constant focus on food safety and customer satisfaction 

and we make sure to choose excellent raw materials.

A CONSTANTLY
EVOLVING FIRM

We believe that traditions are a fundamental pillar of our work and they should be 
preserved. For this, our master butchers take care to all stages of he production, using  
traditional methods such as hand-tying of sausage and following our ancient recipe to 

the preparation of cooked meats. 

ARTISAN TRADITION

We believe that our success lies in the care we take when we select the best high-
quality meat for those who enjoys tasting our products and in the maintenance of the 
pact with the regional recipes. We do more: we only butcher pigs reared exclusively 

in Piedmontese.

ITALIAN QUALITY

We believe that food safety is essential for the final consumer. For this, all the production 
steps follow the HACCP rules and hygiene regulations. Moreover, the ingredients used 
are completely free from gluten and lactose. We have a quality system certified to ISO 

9001:2015 standards.

FOOD SAFETY
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ARROSTO COTTO
Pork loin is one of the leanest parts of the pig, and it is highly regarded. It is produced in one piece, 
hand-tied, steamed and vacuum packed to maintain its softness. Lightly salted, very lean, ideal 
for all diets. It can be tasted in slices with mayonnaise or other sauces, diced in salads, or heated. 
It makes a quick and tasty main dish. The cooked roast is also ideal as a filling for traditional 
Piedmontese agnolotti.

QUALITY IS ADDED
TO TRADITION
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COOKED HAMS

PORCHETTA COTTA

SPALLA COTTA

This is a traditional dish from Umbria and Lazio (in the 
heart of the Apennines), porchetta is oven-baked using 
selected pork meat. It represents a moment of conviviality in 
feasts and banquets. Salumificio Benese enhances this recipe 
by steaming, adding the black pepper and fennel seeds. 
Excellent in a classic sandwich or sliced as a main dish.

It is a delicious ham produced with pork 
shoulder. Smaller and thinner than the thigh, it 
combines an intense and delicate taste to high 
quality. To be enjoyed sliced, it can also be used 
to prepare delicious meatballs or as a filling. 
We follow traditional methods to bring 
a unique product, either with rind or 
defatted, with or without the addition of 
polyphosphates.
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JUST THE BEST ONES

PROSCIUTTO COTTO PIEMONTE
BECOME

To produce our Prosciutto cotto high quality, 
we use the best Piedmontese heavy pork 
legs. It is our finest product in our cooked 
ham range. It is free from gluten and lactose 
and it has low percentage of sodium and 
we add a secret blend of natural spices. The 
delicate taste, unmistakable soft slices and 
pink colour make our Prosciutto cotto high 
quality a classic cold cut in any Italian plate 
of charcuterie.

PROSCIUTTO COTTO HIGH QUALITY
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Typical cold cuts from Piedmontese 
and Cuneo, it is made from lean meats. 
Cooked salami is characterised by its 
spiced flavour such as cinnamon and 
clove. Prepared in a natural casing and 
handtied according to the best artisan 
tradition. It is cooked with vegetal broth 
and then vacuum. The cooked salami 
can be enjoyed either thinly sliced 
or diced, or in dishes such as in the 
insalata russa. 

Our prosciutto Ben Cotto is a delicate thigh 
ham, produced with care and passion. 
Flavoured with our “Aldo” broth, low in sodium 
and free from allergens, it is adapted for all 
tastes and for every occasions.

PROSCIUTTO COTTO “BEN COTTO”

SALAME COTTO

COOKED HAMS
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PROSCIUTTO DI PARMA
Prosciutto di Parma represents one of the best 
Italian excellences. We select the best heavy Italian 
pork thighs that we take to the Parma area where 
they are carefully selected by the Consortium of 
Parma. Prosciutto crudo di Parma is seasoned for 
14-18 months in special environmental conditions to 
give its unique and delicate, almost sweet flavour.

It is free from preservatives and low in fat and it contains vitamins, minerals, and proteins 
which makes Parma ham suitable for everyone, as adults as well for children. 

It is a classic starter and it is perfect in gourmet recipes. 
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RAW HAMS

UNMISTAKABLE 
PARMA, UNIQUE AND

PROSCIUTTO CRUDO PERLA
Prosciutto Crudo Perla is our new product.
It is a Prosciutto Crudo proposed with or without rind, 
with an innovate shape that allows a homogeneous 
cut along the entire length and with a low percentage 
of waste. It is a seasoned product and at the same 
time with a sweet flavour. 
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PROSCIUTTO CRUDO NOSTRANO
Produced from the thighs of heavy 
pigs, our local ham has a sweet 
and delicate flavour as a result of 
a careful selection. We season it in 
cellars which makes it one of the 
most excellent products. Salted by 
hand, available both with bone and 
boned, our ham represents one of 
our charcuterie specialties, a must 
for lovers of good food. 
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DELICATE TASTES
AROMAS, PERFUMES AND

CULACCIA
Culaccia is made from the large 
gluteus muscle. It is produced 
using the same techniques as 
for crudo ham. We slowly cured 
them in the cellars of Parma 
and they are ready after 12-14 
months of slow seasoning that 
bring out the delicate flavours 
and aromas.

RAW HAMS
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PANCETTA ARROTOLATA

PANCETTA ARROTOLATA ALL’AGLIO

Pancetta arrotolata combines the delicate 
flavour of the meat and a part which 
is fattier. It is sprinkled with salt and 
spices and left to season for a couple of 
weeks. Excellent when eaten sliced, in 
a simple but tasty sandwich or cooked 
with scrambled egg. It is also ideal as an 
ingredient in many recipes such as fried 
gnocchi. 

Pancetta arrotolata is flavoured with garlic and it is a 
habit for food lovers who enjoy rich aromas. Delicately 
seasoned with garlic powder that give an unmistakable 
perfume to sandwiches and platters.

From our thinnest pigs, we select their pancetta that is then rolled 
and seasoned with traditional craftsmanship. When the meat dries, 
it assumes a warm red colour. Excellent when sliced for a colourful 
and tasty charcuterie board or for a delicious sandwich. In the 
kitchen it is a great ingredient for many recipes such as quiches, 
fillings, mirepoix, or for pizzas and focaccia. It is also surprisingly 
good with fish. This leaner version, when eaten in moderation,
is good for the stomach and figure, as well as the palate.

PANCETTA FILETTATA
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THE RAW WHOLE GAMMA

PANCETTA “MONTANARA”
Pancetta montanara is a 
variation of the classic 
Pancetta del Preive. It is a new 
interpretation of it because, to 
be easier to slice, we have taken 
off the rind and we have gently 
fold it like a book and then hand-
tied with natural string. Lightly 
seasoned on the outside with 
peppercorns, it is delicate and, 
for its characteristic regular 
shape, it is very suitable for 
fillings. For the same reason it is 
easy to use for roulades browned 
in the oven to create an ideal 
finger food.

PANCETTA “PEPINA”
This is our lively pancetta with a mix 
of fine pepper on its surface, at the 
same time it offers a soft product, with 
a warm feel and a spicy aftertaste. The 
intense aromas of the spice mix exalt 
the flavours of the meat. The result is 
an intriguing product, suitable for a 
plate of charcuterie in the aperitifs.
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CUORE DI LONZA

Cuor di Lonza with herbs is made using the heart of 
pork loin. It is a delicate and particularly lean meat 
and free of allergens. Expertly spiced, lightly salted and 
hand-tied. It is seasoned with a mix of natural herbs of 
Provence that enhances its flavour. With its low salt 
content, it is an excellent product to be enjoyed on its 
own, or sliced and flavoured with olive oil, lemon and 
Parmesan cheese flakes.

CUOR DI LONZA ALLE ERBETTE

The Cuor di Lonza is an unmistakable seasoned 
loin. It is a delicate meat and it is very lean and 
free of allergens. It comes from the heart of 
the pork loin and it is lightly sprinkled with salt, 
carefully spiced and hand-tied. With its low salt 
content, it is an excellent product to be enjoyed 
on its own, or sliced and flavoured with olive 
oil, lemon and Parmesan cheese flakes. 
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LARDO

LARDO ALLE ERBE
Our lardo is enriched with fragrant 
aromas and unique colours when we 
seasoned it with natural herbs. 
An extra add to a unique product.

In the country tradition of Cuneo, lard 
was a staple on every table. It is a rich and 
delicate cold cut that is very versatile in 
the kitchen. Lard is made from the outer 
part of the back, closest to the neck. It 
is compact with streaks of red meat and 
then it is left to be seasoned for about two 
weeks and, once it reaches its maturation, 
it is finished and packaged. Great on 
charcuterie plate, it is delicious on warm 
bruschetta, but it is also excellent spread 
on bread.

THE RAW WHOLE GAMMA
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The noble cut of the loin is the most delicate of all our meats. Then it is 
lightly salted and spiced, and with a light seasoning, it is very lean, soft and 
fresh. It is adapted to be sliced in a fresh cold cuts plate thank to its shape 
and consistency. An original product lightly flavoured with herbs, suitable 
for everyone because it is free from allergen and gluten free.

FILETTO STAGIONATO
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Coppa stagionata is a cut that combines a soft lean meat with a light marbling of 
fat. It is slowly salted and spiced with care by our master butchers. Once it has 
been seasoned, it is ready to be sliced in red thin slices white-striped.
Its delicate taste is perfect to fill panini or in the fresh cold cuts for the aperitif. 

COPPA STAGIONATA

This cold cut is made from the cheeks of our pigs and it has a 
characteristic triangular shape. Firm and mellow, it mixes the sweetness 
and succulence of bacon with a peppery kick. Excellent on charcuterie 
boards, it can be enjoyed on warm bread, or in pasta carbonara.

GOLÌ

THE RAW WHOLE GAMMA
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SIGARO ROSETTA

ANTICA TRADIZIONE
Salami, a quintessential product in any Italian 
delicatessen, is our flagship product. Antonio and 
Gepe, the two Borra brothers, were still boys when they 
began to produce salami: their original recipe follows 
the ancient tradition. A mixture of lean cuts expertly 
blended with spices, herbs and salt. The salamis 
are first dried, then encased and tied to be carefully 
seasoned. Every day, the expert eye of the master 
butcher monitors them, tends to them and loves them.

Available in various forms, they are seasoned with 
pepper, mace and mixed spices. On seasoning, a light 
mould forms on the outside which helps to preserve the 
unique flavour.
Delicious in the classical sandwich, they also taste 
fabulous with a breadstick.
Same blend, same taste, different shapes:
Bocconcini, Turista, Tronchetto, Sigaro, Rosa, Rosette, 
Cresponetto, Crespone and Salametti.

TRONCHETTO

TURISTA
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CRESPONETTOCRESPONE

THE CHOPPED WHOLE GAMMA

SAME DOUGH
SAME TASTE

DIFFERENT SHAPESBOCCONCINI

ROSA
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PRIMA QUALITÀ
If the salami is our flagship product, 
“Quality First” is our motto. We 
only choose the best, leanest cuts, 
removing tendons and nerves, to 
produce our salami that is low in fat 
and salt. The result is a delicate, sweet 
and aromatic product. We knead the 
meat from the moment it is blended, 
wrapping it in exclusively natural 
casings. It is hand-tied and after 
drying, it is slightly seasoned. It is 
available in all sizes, from Bocconcini 
to Crespone. Great in the classic 
sandwich, it is superb on a charcuterie 
plate and great for sharing in slices at 
the dinner table.
“Prima Qualità” formats are:
Bocconcini, Turista, Tronchetto, 
Rosa and Crespone

BOCCONCINI

ROSA
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THE QUALITY FOOD
IS OUR EXCELLENCE

TURISTA

TRONCHETTO

CRESPONE

THE CHOPPED WHOLE GAMMA
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POPULAR AND PRACTICAL
Salametti is one of the most popular 
shape. We produced them in different 
flavours: Prima Qualità, Antica 
Tradizione, spicy, with fennel, with 
garlic, with venison meat, boar meat, 
with Barolo and with truffle. 

ONE SHAPE
DIFFERENT FLAVOURS SALAMETTI
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UNBEATABLE

Garavel was the ancient name of the road that connect the town centre of Bene Vagienna 
with the countryside around our Salumificio. For this reason, we have called this salami 
“Garavel” that is obtained using the best pork meat which we embellish with natural spices 
and in particular with white pepper. It is bagged in a natural bowel, then it is seasoned 
with dedication and care. An element that characterizes his taste is the wine which gives a 
unique and ancient taste. It is perfect in aperitif and tasty snacks. The gamma is proposed 
in different shapes: Cacciatori, Turista, Tronchetti and Rosette.

GARAVEL

THE CHOPPED WHOLE GAMMA
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SALSICCIA TIPO “NAPOLI”

SCHIACCIATA PICCANTE

Our salami is available in this spicy 
variant. We add hot peppers to the 
traditional spice mix which gives this 
salami a characteristic spicy taste and 
a unique reddish colour. Delicious 
and excellent when sliced, it is a 
main ingredient in paella where it is 
lightly sautéed on its own as well as an 
essential ingredient for diavola pizza. 
It is also excellent for hot sauces to 
pour over pasta for a sublime dish.
It is proposed in the classical horseshoe 
shape or in the traditional schiacciata 
piccante which has a standard oval slice.
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The Crespone Milano has its ancient 
origins from the Lombardy region, but 
it is traditionally a fine-grained salami 
with a sweet and intense taste. 
Stuffed and seasoned carefully, it has a 
characteristic deep red colour mottled 
with the white of the ground fat. It 
makes a quick and tasty snack, ideal 
for break times. It can also be enjoyed 
thinly-sliced on bread as an aperitif.

CRESPONE MILANO

AN ITALIAN
TRADITION

THE CHOPPED WHOLE GAMMA
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From the best tradition of Piedmontese 
charcuterie, it comes the top of our 
salamis: Salami with Barolo DOCG wine. 
We use carefully-selected meat and spices, 
plus we add Barolo DOCG Wine into 
the filling blend. This, along with expert 
craftsmanship, makes a perfect synthesis in 
our Salami with Barolo DOCG. Its flavour 
delicately highlights the unique taste of 
“the king of Piedmontese wines” which 
adds a touch of deep red. Our Salami with 
Barolo DOCG Wine is gluten and lactose 
free. 

SALAME
AL BAROLO DOCG
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The Cuor di Lonza with Barolo is a delicate cold cut 
that is particularly lean and free of allergens.
It is made from the heart of the pork loin and it is 
expertly spiced and hand-tied, then seasoned in the 
grape marc wine. With its low salt content, it is an 
excellent cold cut to be enjoyed on its own, or sliced 
with olive oil, lemon and Parmesan cheese flakes, or 
to create interesting finger foods. Its delicate flavour 
combines well with the sharp sweetness of the wine. 

CUOR DI LONZA
AL BAROLO

THE AUTHENTIC FLAVOURS
OF AN UNIQUE LAND

BAROLO’S LINE
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Our classical sausage is produced 
exclusively with selected pork’s 
meat and the flavoured with 
aromatic spices. It is stuffed in a 
natural gut. The sausage is rough 
grinded as in the Piedmontese 
tradition. It is delicious cooked in 
the oven or in pan with laurel leaves 
and blended with red wine. 

CLASSICA

TRADITIONAL SAUSAGE
FOR AN INIMITABLE
TASTE
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CHOPPED FRESH

Our best meats’ cuts are kneaded 
with parsley that gives to our 
sausage a fresh and genuine taste. 

Fennel seeds meet our sausage 
produced exclusively with 
selected meat to offer a tasty and 
perfumed product.

Our sausage paste is a very 
deliciousness. The meats, 
rigorously selected, are knead 
with a mix of natural spices and 
packed in barquette to prevents its 
freshness. It is very good to make a 
delicious rag and it can also be used 
to cook tasty meatballs. 

The chili pepper mixed with the selected meat gives life to 
our spicy sausage, a classical product with red colour typical 
of the spice and with an intense flavour. 

WITH PARSLEY WITH FENNEL PASTA DI SALSICCIA

SPICY
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Our zampone comes from a mixture of 
selected meats, which are kneaded and stuffed 
in the leg of the pig, previously emptied and 
sewn with care. A classic during winter season, 
in particular during the period of Christmas 
holidays. It marries very well with legumes, 
especially lentils, and mashed potatoes, but 
also, if in small pieces and sautéed in a pan, 
with a plate of pasta and artichokes.

The recipe is the same as fresh zampone, but 
it is simply pre-cooked in aluminium bag, 
convenient to be heated and served together 
with the classic mashed potatoes or a side of 
lentils.

ZAMPONE FRESCO

ZAMPONE PRECOTTO
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TREATS

Our cotechino is made with selected pork’s 
meat, using both lean and fat parts in the most 
balanced proportion. Seasoned with spices, 
it is stuffed in natural casing. Excellent lowly 
cooked, cut into slices and accompanied by a 
contour of classic mashed potatoes.

COTECHINO

IN THE OCCASION
OR WHEN YOU WANT

TO TAKE OFF
YOUR APPETITE
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SALUMIFICIO BENESE S.r.l.
Via Narzole, 2 - 12041 Bene Vagienna (Cn) - Italy

Phone +39 0172 654402 - +39 0172 654158 | Fax +39 0172 654870
www.salumificiobenese.com - info@salumificiobenese.it


